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Color is the single most powerful element
in decoration; its ability to transform
surroundings and to excite a variety of
responses is second to none. This book is a
celebration of color in interior design, a
richly inspiring book of design ideas and
solutions.Tricia Guild has a unique
understanding of the many ways in which
color
works
in
decoration.
Her
internationally renowned collections for
Designers Guild and her experience as an
innovative stylist are testament to her
unique color sense. In the introductory
section of the book, A Sense of Color,
Tricia Guild examines color theory as well
as the scope and potential of color in
decoration. Seven individual chapters then
take a detailed look at the color
families--white, blue, green, yellow,
natural, terracotta and red--analyzing
specific examples, providing color boards
for interiors created specially for the book
and giving examples and suggestions for
color combinations and contrasts. Finally,
Tricia provides a section of color palettes,
an easy reference to each color family as
well as a guide to choosing her special
colorways.Tricia Guild suggests ways of
using color to lend energy and warmth to
an interior, ways of combining shades,
shows how light, scale and proportion can
affect a color and demonstrates how color
can be introduced into a room by means of
objects and soft furnishings. Forget the
stale color schemes of pastelshades or
off-white and the safe solutions of plain
fabrics. Instead, experiment with a glorious
palette of aquamarine, sharp lime,
cornflower blue and glowing primrose
yellow. Once you have introduced color
into your surroundings you will never be
able to live without it.
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7 best images about Decor - Tricia Guild Designs on Pinterest none Oct 11, 2013 Tricia Guild is the matriarch of
modern interior design, introducing confident colour use to the masses she has made stylish decor accessible to Tricia
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Guild - No Color Fear Here! - decor8 Find and save ideas about Tricia guild on Pinterest. See more about Colorful
eclectic living rooms with a modern boho vibe, Bright colored rooms and Tricia Guilds Country Color: Rizzoli:
9780847818334: Tricia Guild OBE is a British designer and the founder and Creative Director of Designers Guild
Books[edit]. Tricia is the author of fifteen books on the subject of colour and design, from soft furnishing to flowers,
gardens and city living. Tricia Guild - Wikipedia Tricia Guilds Country Color [Rizzoli] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. publisher: Rizzoli Intl Pubns, New York, New York, U.S.A 1994. Tricia Guild on Colour (color).
Decoration, Furnishing, Display Tricia Guild is known for her bold fabric, wallpaper designs, and an extraordinary
sense of color and pattern. Following the success of her books on color, she Tricia Guild Pattern: Using Pattern to
Create Sophisticated, Show For more than two decades, Tricia Guilds bold use of bright colors has spurred
groundbreaking change in the design world. White Hot finds Tricia in a more Interview with Tricia Guild - The
LuxPad - Amara Tricia Guild has 14 ratings and 5 reviews. One of the worlds foremost interior designers focuses on
color and its use in creating truly evocative person none Oct 31, 2015 As with all of their enduring designs since 1970,
the Caprifoglio collection was created under the direction of iconic designer Tricia Guild, OBE. Colour Deconstructed:
Tricia Guild: 9781849493147: Buy Tricia Guild on Color: Decoration Furnishing, Display by Tricia Guild, David
Montgomery (ISBN: 9780847816439) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK Tricia Guild on Color by Tricia Guild
Reviews, Discussion In Colour Deconstructed, Tricia Guild aims to unlock the secrets of her distinctive style. Why are
we drawn to certain colours and patterns? Where does Tricia Guild on Color - Six Elements Inc. Explore Connie
Dewitts board Tricia Guild/Designer of Colour on Pinterest. See more about Living etc magazine, Color patterns and
Designers guild. Colour crusader: How Tricia Guild become an interiors icon The Buy Tricia Guild on Colour
(color). Decoration, Furnishing, Display by Tricia special photography by David Montgomery Guild (ISBN:
9781850297277) from Tricia Guild: Decorating with Color by Tricia Guild Reviews Tricia Guild has 22 ratings
and 2 reviews. Elaine said: I fell in love with the book cover and more with the designs featured inside. I really loved the
Tricia Guild: Colors, Patterns, and Space by Tricia Guild Reviews Explore Tiana Dawnes board Decor - Tricia
Guild Designs on Pinterest, the worlds catalog of ideas. See more about Colors, Sats and Red pattern. Tricia Guild:
Decorating with Color Written by Tricia Guild - Rizzoli Tricia Guild: Colors, Patterns, and Space Hardcover
September 28, 2010. This is Tricia Guilds most ambitious and sumptuous book to date: a stunning survey of interiors
that feature her signature sense of contemporary traditional style with layers of pattern, bold colors Colour
Deconstructed Book by Tricia Guild Designers Guild There really are no hard and fast rules when it comes to using
colour and we believe that confidence is the However, here are a few of Tricia Guilds top tips. Images for Tricia Guild
on Color Written by Tricia Guild, Photographed by James Merrell, Text by Amanda Back One of the worlds foremost
interior designers focuses on color and its use in Tricia Guild: Decorating with Color Written by Tricia Guild
Gallery and Using Colour Designers Guild Tricia Guild on Color has 23 ratings and 1 review. Anita said: This is such
a visually beautiful book - she creates textiles but this is also about the b 31 best images about Tricia Guild/Designer
of Colour on Pinterest Sep 23, 2010 How can people get over their fear of colour and pattern? That, says Tricia Guild,
is the single question she is most often asked. This rustic living room from Tricia Guilds book In Town shows how you
can mix rustic with lots of color. Designers Guild. uses the most dynamic colors 25+ Best Ideas about Tricia Guild on
Pinterest Colorful eclectic : Customer Reviews: Tricia Guild: Colors, Patterns, and Find helpful customer
reviews and review ratings for Tricia Guild: Colors, Patterns, and Space at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews
from White Hot: Cool Colors for Modern Living: Tricia Guild - Tricia Guilds beautiful Colour Deconstructed book
will inspire and delight. Available as a signed hardback copy. 25+ beste ideeen over Tricia Guild op Pinterest - Fel
gekleurde Mar 10, 2007 To spark your creativity today, browse the world of one of todays leading color mavens,
Tricia Guild. Its a trip fantastic. These images are from Tricia Guild on the importance of texture and colour when
decorating Renowned for her sense of color, sumptuous collections of fabrics and home furnishings, and now a
complete line of bed and bath products, Tricia Guild reveals Tricia Guild: Decorating with Color: Tricia Guild,
Amanda Back Tricia Guild on Color [Tricia Guild] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Color is the single most
powerful element in decoration its ability to Think Color: Rooms to Live In: Tricia Guild: 9780811836708 ISBN:
0847818772 While Color Palettes is serene, Tricia Guild on Color is bold. Based in England, designer Tricia Guild is
famous for her ability to mix color and Tricia Guild on Color: Decoration Furnishing, Display: Tricia Guild:
Decorating with Color. Written by Tricia Guild, Photographed by James Merrell, Text by Amanda Back. Pub Date:
September 15, 2015 Format:
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